Stake your claim with essential content and analysis at every stage of the IP process.

Develop and retain quality intellectual property with a unique suite of solutions that offers content, resources and tools designed specifically for IP experts.

Research a wide range of sources with our industry-leading IP content, from IP law information to first-level patent, trademark and copyright data—all supported by leading authoritative treatises and extensive primary law collections.

Use exclusive IP tools that allow you to work more efficiently, including flexible search options, patent drafting and analytics tools, automated forms and more.

Leverage our IP services to pinpoint pertinent prior art, assess the relative quality of key patents, perform deep portfolio analysis, and understand the historical behavioral trends of patent examiners and USPTO art units.

This is the LexisNexis® IP Portfolio.
Find out how the LexisNexis IP Portfolio fits into your workflow to help you develop and retain quality intellectual property.

**Track**
Enhance your competitive intelligence by staying up to speed with IP trends, keeping track of your competition, monitoring new trademarks, brands and copyrights, and uncovering new opportunities.

**Screen**
Get more relevant results when conducting prior art and clearance research, and make meaningful connections that will shed light on patentability and infringement—even when language is vague or obscure.

**Evaluate**
Consult industry-leading authoritative treatises and practice guides, and perform deep analysis of individual patents, patent portfolios and more.

**Procure**
Build stronger and more defensible intellectual assets utilizing automated forms, references from leading IP authorities, and patent specific drafting and analysis solutions.

**Protect**
Protect your portfolio by identifying competitive threats, building a strong case through SWOT analysis and IP intelligence gathering, and getting quick access to critical IP law, regulations, case law, agency materials and more.

**Optimize**
Optimize the value of your intellectual assets by deriving new strategies for realizing value, maximizing licensing opportunities and more.

Visit [www.lexisnexis.com/StakeYourClaim](http://www.lexisnexis.com/StakeYourClaim) or contact your LexisNexis® representative to learn more about the entire suite of LexisNexis IP solutions and to take advantage of special offers.